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3-Nov-13 6:44am $*
It's November? When did that happen?
24-Day Challenge
The 24-day part of the challenge is at
an end. It was done on the 30th. Now the
real challenge starts. After losing 13
pounds, 5.8 inches, and 0.5 on my
percent of body fat I need to keep going. I
lost the first 11 pounds in the first 10
days. I feel much better but I need to keep
working on my life style to get where I
think I need to be.
This has been a learning experience.
The biggest thing I did at the beginning of
the 24-Day Challenge was I stopped
drinking Coffee and eating pastry every
visit to Starbucks. Do worry you
Starbucks stock will not drop just because
I stopped drinking coffee. I am still visiting
Starbucks! They have real good teas and
oatmeal.
I have also been trying to eat fewer fats,
sugars, and things made using them. I
look for no and low fat foods to buy and
eat. I eat foods with fat so having no-fat
foods in the house will be ok. You still
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need to eat fat. Most of the protein foods
have fat so to eat more protein you get fat
too. It is the fats like the saturated fats
that are not good. I have been using olive
oil for years. And now I am using Coconut
oil more. As for sugars, I am looking at
labels more and finding they are adding
sugar to almost everything. So making
better chooses will help in the long run.
Thinking about the long run, my goal is
to weigh 185 pounds by Christmas. I need
to get more exercise to do this. I thought
about taking up running but it is not
something I really want to do. I can start
walking again. After walking across Spain
I know I can walk.
Book is Available
Thinking about walking across Spain,
dare I tell you my book is ready? I have it
ready as a paperback at
lulu.com/spotlight/metras3 and the
eBook can be found on Amazon's and
Barnes & Noble's web sites. Just search
for my name "Marty Metras" is it will show
up.
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I have been thinking about writing
another book. I have a lot of ideas floating
around inside my brain. I have to wait
until the randomness settles before I start
something new.
I'm the Expert
Now that I have finished my book I
have been called upon to console another
writer. A friend thinks I can teach a
teacher how to write his books. Me a
person who can hardy spell his own name,
let alone use the proper grammar.
Well I spent a couple hours with a 70
year old retired teacher that has written a
few books and he needed advice.
After the meeting I got to think being
an expert does not necessary mean you
know everything there is to know about
something. It just means you know
something that someone else doesn't. It
made me feel good that I could help
someone.
We traded our works and I have started
to read Chuck's manuscript. The title is; "
'Life's little Adventures Experiences' Short
stories by C.R. Peraino." It is not available
in the book stores yet though Chuck said
he has one on Amazon.
So I'm an expert, hmmm!
Chuck's Book
After winterizing the camper this
afternoon, which took a lot less time than
I thought it would, I came up to Starbucks
to read a couple stores from Chuck's
manuscript. The story I read this morning
did not impress me. In fact I was thinking
I should read the next short story because
I had told Chuck I would read it and tell
him what I thought. I read the second and
third story while sitting here. I liked both
of them quit well. I guess you can't just a
book by its cover story.
I will continue to read all of the stories.

Selling My Book
I thought I might sell a few of my books
so I bought some and they were delivered
on October 30th. Much to my surprise I
have 10 books sold already. I had no idea
people would ask me for them. It is a nice
feeling.
I learned a lot about myself writing this
book. I even thinking about going back to
rewrite the book I wrote about my first try
to walking the Camino.

8-Nov-13 8:52am *$
This month and day is moving right
along. Being the 8th already and I haven't
even looked at last month's MRT to see
how many mistakes I can weed out. I
think I might get it ready by
Thanksgivings. Well, maybe I get it ready.
Barb the last manager of Starbucks,
who retired, is here visiting. She found out
there are not enough hours in the day
after you retire. She is enjoying her retires
life and looks great. She is going to
working part time at another Starbucks in
a couple months.
Weigh-in
I weighed in this morning and I am still
down 13 pounds since the 24-Day
Challenge started some 32 days ago. This
amazed me a little because I have not been
exercising this week because of my sugary
on Monday. The hurt for that is going
away and I may be back to my work-outs
next week. After over two years I didn't
want to get too soft. For now I don't want
to rip open my sugary. I might scare
someone if my chest start pumping out
gallons of that red stuff and make a big
mess in the middle of Michelle's floor. 
I'll just wait a while!
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Book Sales
I have sold a few of my books. Maybe
talking about it for a year and a half
helped with that. I never have been very
good at marketing my stuff. I kind of just
tell people a little about walking the walk
and sometime they say you should write a
book. Now that I have I think I will ask
them if they would buy it. If they say
"Yes...” I think I will just happen to have
one in my pocket for them. Now that it is
available online it is easier than ever to
get. You want one?

9-Nov-13 8:11am *$
Funny yesterday it was sitting here at
Starbucks and they filling order very
quickly, today it just the opposite. There
only a few people coming in and they are
having trouble keeping up. It is almost like
they are tripping over each other. It is
amazing what a day makes.
Don't get me wrong the service is good
it just that they trip up more today than
others.

13-Nov-13 4:35pm Home
Many People
I'm seeing more and more people I
know come into Starbucks. People I know
from other places that I have not seen in
here before. Some say it is the first time.
Am I drawing people to the places I go? It
happens!
When I used to go into Vaughan's to
visit with Mary and Heather just to visit
they would say they were glad to see me
because it had been slow. Within minutes
it would get so busy they wouldn't have
time to say "Hi!” It has happened in the
Three Brothers and Town and Country
many times. Maybe it isn't me and just a
happenstance.
Even here at Starbucks people start
rolling in when I come in. Hmmm...Maybe
I am a people magnet. Maybe I can make
money doing this.
Let see...If I charge 5¢ for each
customer that comes in. I could make a
buck. That would be neat to try and see if
I could make enough for a cup of coffee.
Maybe I could try this out the next time
I go into one of my hang-outs. I would
have been able to retire this morning here
at Starbucks. People have been just
coming in and coming in since I have been
here. Hmmm!

Where's George
I stopped tracking where my bill went
back on April 20th, 2012. That was just
before I went to Spain last year. Well one
just showed up in Williams Bay WI. It has
been floating around out there since
November 7th 2010. It is 3 years 5 days,
23 hours and 14 minutes after I sent it on
it way. All I can say is Wow!
14-Nov-13 8:29am *$
Doer of Things
So I just finished a review of Chuck
Peraino's manuscripts. He asked me to
read his books and let him know what I
thought. I guess I just added a new
chapter to what this Doer of Thing does. I
think I should make a list of what Marty of
Marty's Random Thoughts can do or had
done. Funny, "Doner Things" does not
sound right "Doer of Things" I have been
using since at least 1979 and I got use to
it. I have DoerOfThings.com but it is more
like doerofnothing.com that I also have.
Nothing much is happening at either
place. :-)
Anyway be on the look for Chuck's
books.
I have to level a cement floor this
weekend. It too is something new for me. I
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need to start that list of things I can do
and then go have some breakfast.
Dead in the Water
Can you believe the batteries on both
my laptop and iPad decided to go dead at
the same time? Well, this only happens
when you want to use both at the same
time and you forget to have them plugged
in overnight. Right now I am charging the
iPad while I am typing it and it don't
charge very fast if you use it while
charging. So I am dead in the water, so to
speak.
So good bye!

16-Nov-13 4:44pm *$
After pouring cement this afternoon I
decided to come up to Starbucks and have
coffee. I haven’t had coffee since October
7th and thought it was time. It tasted good
and I got it free because of my Star points.
Then I sat down and started reading a
book and watching the people. This place
was packed!
Starbucks has this special going on
where you buy a holiday drink and you get
one free. People were buying one and then
offering the free one to anyone in the line
who wanted it. Strangers giving to other
strangers! What a great jester. The guy
behind counter would tell someone the
special what happing and the customers
picked up on it very quickly. It just spread
down the line. Many strangers were
getting a free drink.
I just may have to come back tomorrow
and do the same. I had my first coffee in
over a month so I think I will head home
now. It's dark so I hope I can find my way!

20-Nov-13 7:33am *$
Good morning all! I went to EWT
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday to workout. This morning I had planned to go

again. Normally I only work-out on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. I
decided I sit too much and should go more
often.
Well this morning I am in a little pain
so I decided to not work-out. No not pain
from working-out it is from the surgery I
had a couple weeks ago. I think I have an
infection. Yesterday I started to hurt and I
took a look and it was all red. I already
had an appointment for today so I figured
I would just wait. This morning I looked
closer and yes, I need to get it checked
out.
You know me, I wait until something
falls off my body before I go to the doctor.
That or I am leaking a lot of that red stuff
and can’t plug the leak myself. I decided if
I want to see the year 2100 I should get
things checked out more often. Now I sit
here waiting for 1:00 so I can head over to
the Doctor to see if he can tell me how to
fix this. Waiting...waiting...waiting...Is it
one o'clock yet?
My Book
I had my book printed and release it on
October 30th. It has been available for
about three weeks. I have sold a few
copies and have very little feedback. I
would like feedback. If you have read it
send me an email or a letter and let me
know what you think.
I enjoyed writing my book but knowing
my spelling and grammar needs help. I
didn't plan on this to be listed on the New
York Times' best sellers I could not afford
to pay out the money to have a
professional edited to fix the spelling and
grammar issues. I relied on the resource I
had available with the funds I had. I may
start looking for a professional editor to
help me. Maybe if it was a little more
polished I could get on the New York
Times' best sellers list.
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Feedback I’ve Received
"Your book brought back many memories. It
almost wants me to write a book as well. Thanks!"
...There are many misspelled words and many
grammar errors...
Please give me your feedback. I can take it. I will
learn from it. You can even tell me if I am not charging
enough for it. :-)

Where to buy

If you want more than one copy please
let me know. I can get volume discounts
and will be glad to pass them on to you.
2:28pmJewel/Osco
My stuff is ready, already! Got to go...

22-Nov-13 9:27am *$
I am back to reading my books today.
Yes I said books. I am reading two at the
same time. One is a paperback book
"Grandma's On the Camino" and the other
is an eBook titled "European ICT
Professional on the Camino de Santiago".
Both are at day 8 of their journey. I
thought I would follow both of them on
their journeys day by day or village by
village by village. This morning I thought it
would be neat to read too travelers
walking the Camino at the same time. I
would be almost like us all traveling
together. Today I noticed that Dutch guy is
just starting on from Logrono and the
American Grandma is in Estella. I need to
look at a map and see which of them is in
front.... Wait Paul is here. I need to talk to
him.

You can buy my book "Walking the
Walk, Camino de Santiago 2012" from me
for $10.00.
 amazon.com for the Kindle prices
at $1.49
 BarnesAndNoble.com for the Nook
at $1.49
 lulu.com/metras3 as a paperback
for $9.95 plus shipping/handling
(maybe tax too)
Amazon.com may have the paperback
available by the time you read this. I am
working on that as I type.

3:06 pm *$
Yes, I'm here again. I think I am
addicted the Mint Refresher Tea now
instead of the coffee. :-)
Did I forget how to drive of is it
everyone else? Yesterday I had to slam on
the breaks become one didn't even slow
down at a stop sign and pulled into traffic.
All was fine because I saw it coming and
didn't have to slide the car.
It wasn't the only one, someone from
the left lane decided they turned right.
Yup, I wasn’t their turn for me to hit them.
Thinking that things happen in threes I
was watching out for the guy in the right
lane who decided to turn left without
looking only 200 feet down the road. Is my
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car invisible? Well today it has been a little
better. I came in on Lake Street from
Menards and you know how from Crystal
Lake when you turn on Lake there is this
big area that keeps the two lanes
separated until you get near the stop light
where you turn to Walmart. Well this lady
thought she could ease into the space I
was occupying. Well I waited for the last
second to see if she was even going to look
and see if I was in the car driving before I
gave way. I was either in her blind spot or
she was blind. I am glad I can drive all of
these other cars while I drive mine. :-)
On the other hand I caught myself
getting a horn sounded in my behalf. I was
at the corner of Seminary and Calhoun
point toward the tunnel. There was a
pickup that stopped about the same time
as me so I waited to see which way he
would turn or not because I was going to
turn left. I had looked right and no one
was coming down the hill from the tracks
so I let the truck driver straight through
and started to enter the intersection to
turn left behind him.
The very next thing I heard/saw was a
car on a Calhoun blowing her horn and
giving me a jester like what are you doing.
Thanks lady! You helped to wake me up to
pay attention. I was in a hurry but I am
slowed down and I now see I am not the
only one.
So now you know why I needed this
tea. :-)
I think I have to read day-8 now of the
eBook.

24-Nov-13 6:44am *$
After getting an infection where I had
the surgery I have been limiting my
movements to try and not to make it any
worse. The knife wound from the surgery
is healing slower than I would like, most
likely because of the infection. So I am
cleaning and dress to wound as told me by
the doctor. Though it looks much better it

is still oozing some of that green goo so I
have to keep an eye on it. I am sure you
need to hear all about this.
C-O-L-D out there
I thought my thermometer was broken
this morning because I only saw one
number on it, "9." Then I went outside a
decided the thermometer did not need
those other digits this morning. It was
COLD!
So I was reading my book Grandma's
on the Camino and got chilled because
she was walking in the cold, wind, and
rain and had to sleep in a hotel with no
hear or hot water. Many of the places
don't heat things after May first. I had a
couple places that didn't turn on the head
until very late in the day. One of the
places was Hospital...Wait the village's
name was Hospital de la Condesa. I
remember this place well. It was in the
mountain and it was a cold, windy, rainy
day getting there and it was so foggy and
cold that evening you would have thought
the windows were frosted. I was cold and
we complained about the heat. They gave
us some blanket and told the heat would
be turned on after lights out. With so
many pilgrims entering and leaving the
building it would just waste the heat. We
should be so smart!
I'm getting cold just thinking about
that cold night June 9th, 2012. If you
want to know about this day it starts on
page 102 in my book "Walking the Walk,
Camino de Santiago 2012." Ah, this is an
ad for my book. :-)

25-Nov-13 11:27am EWT
So I am a little bored today. I sat at
Starbucks for a couple hours this morning
listening to the gossip. That helped until I
started to get bored again. I thought about
reading a book but didn't feel much about
walking the Camino this morning. Even
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though I like talking about when I walked
the Camino. I tire of that at times too.
So I came out to EWT to visit Michelle
and do some work. After getting here I
remembered I couldn’t do much because
my surgery wound has not healed enough
that I can do anything too strenuous just
yet. It is kind of like they pulled a bunch
of me together and sewed it together so it
could grow back together. Now I have to
take it easy until that happens less I pull
it apart and have to wait for the process to
start over. If I move too far one direction
or another it feels like I might tear it apart.
Don't get me wrong. It does hurt but I
am not in pain, just using caution for
now. I can stretch it out later. That part is
called "exercise!" I can't wait until it heals
to that point.
So I have been setting up my projects
to the point I can but I'm trying to not
cross that point that I pull myself apart.
So I can install small screws with the
drill. I can use the table saw with small
boards. I can cleanup and take home the
tools I no longer need at EWT. I could even
put them away when I get them home if I
wanted.
As for moving a sheet of 3/4" plywood
or mopping the floor, forget that for now!
So I am bored!

It wasn't until few years back when the
price started to drop that so many of us
could justify putting out the money. That
day I noticed that I didn't have one and
the other seven did, I started looking to
see if it was really something for me. Well
2 years I bought one. Now I almost can't
leave home without it.
So what are you addicted to? Oh come
on there must be something you don't
want to leave the house without. It isn't
always drugs. Something it is some like an
iPhone, iPad, and/or a blue jean jacket
with big pockets to carry your stuff.
Whoops, that me! :-)

27-Nov-13 10:18am EWT
Well, I got to go now. I need to help
Aunt Annie, dip some rope ends, and get
my blood tested. It seems like I am not
busy or I have a lot of things to do all at
the same time. So bye! :-)

26-Nov-13 10:14am EWT
This morning I had coffee and then
visited with my Starbucks friends. Victor
and I tried to help Wendell with his new
iPad Air. Yes, Wendell has one those new
ones. It is 3 generations newer than my
"iPad 2!" I am still happy with mine. Well
for now. :-)
I have been telling people that I bought
my iPad when seven out of us had iPad
and I was number eight. This is kind of
true. Ever since I got my first computer
back in the 1970's I thought it would be
nice to have a computer you could around
in your pocket. It didn't take long for that.

Happy Thanksgivings

’
I just updated part of update Metras
Family tree. You can see it on the
Dad’s100th site.
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The MRT Backer Page
Marty Metras
Marty has always been a doer of
things. For the last 50 years has
lived within a mile of the same
place. When he retired in 2007
decided it was time to travel and see the
world. His brother was living in Germany and
he and his wife were planning to move back to
the USA in a few months. Since Marty had
only been out of the United States once in the
1960s on a trip around Lake Michigan it
would be a new adventure.
Marty’s brother Mike and his wife Petra
told him he could walk across Spain while in
Europe. Never being in a different country and
not really being able to speak other languages
there was a lot of fear. So he tried to learn a
little German and Spanish. Then he
committed to 5 days walking in Spain after
Mike said he would walk with him for the first
week. Even after Petra & Mike said it would
take 10 to 12 days walking on the Camino to
decide if you are going the whole 790
kilometers.
After a few days visit at Mike & Petra’s,
Marty and Mike headed off to Spain and
started walking the Camino de Santiago from
Roncesvalles. This trip was Marty’s first book,
My Camino de Santiago Adventure. Many
things did not work out the best so Marty gave
up and came home.
Then in 2012 Marty decided that he
needed to finish something in his life. He
booked a plane ride to France and walked
down to the train station from home and
headed to the airport. On the walk to the train
he decided he would not turn back unless
someone was injured. In the next 7 weeks he
did not have a bad day.
This book is all about Marty Walking the
Walk in the spring of 2012

WALKING THE WALK
CAMINO DE S ANTIAGO 2012
BY MARTY METRAS
ISBN# 978-1-304-42330-6

Marty’s book is available in two
media, paperback and eBook.
Paper books are available online
from Lulu.com, Amazon.com, and from
him personally.
You can download the eBook vision
for Nook and Kindle from
BarnesAndNoble.com and Amazon.com.
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